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ESCAPE TO NATURE

Partnership and long-term cooperation
SUBJECT - Production of the documentary series in the remote
islands of the Pacific Ocean
The Escape to Nature is a longstanding project of producing documentary films and individual
film snapshots aimed to marine wildlife protection and conservation, nature, culture and life of
aboriginal inhabitants of the islands.

The project:

"ESCAPE to PACIFIC”
We decided to produce this project as we have several-year experience with documentary
films creating for TV broadcasting, the specialisation for underwater filming, wildlife in jungle,
using drones (UAS) for aerial shooting, and we have won over 90 awards at international film
festivals in the Czech Republic, Europe and USA. (for example: Bronze Medal” for
“Cinematography” at the “New York Festivals for the 2016 Best TV & Films” on Gala Ceremony
at Nab Show 2016, Las Vegas, USA)
We will be monitoring impacts of climate change on marine life and ocean pollution. We are
experiencing the greatest loss of biodiversity on our planet. We will cooperate with
conservation organisations, marine biologists, scientists to research and monitor these
adverse effects on marine life and nature on the remote Melanesia archipelagos (part of the
Pacific).
After a detailed and contained research of particular world known brands of catamaran
producers is that the most suitable size and model of catamarans for our purposes we
have chosen the Lagoon 55 catamaran which will be equipped and branded Escape to Nature
for our project. This project is going to be introduced by Lagoon Catamarans producer on
its booth at Cannes Yachting Festival 2021.
We are honored that the Lagoon Catamarans company will be one of the major partners and
we will cooperate closely with the Club Lagoon and its members on interesting events in
Pacific.
The Escape to Nature is an independent film production which ensures all costs for film
making and production from its own resources. Though there is a co-production with the
Ceska televize, most of the budget is still dependant on external sources, sale of broadcasting
rights to tv channels worldwide, and the support of our partners, sponsors and investors.
The long-term catamaran usage during making documentary films in exotic destinations (8
months of the year) is a guarantee of better opportunities to shoot the more quality of footage
for films of the project. The catamaran as a safe base will ensure the accommodation for the
film crew and all film equipment. The stay on the catamaran will enable more flexibility in
moving to selected locations according to our needs.
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OBJECTIVES - DOCUMENTARY FILMS AND SHORT VIDEO CLIPS,
PARTNERSHIP, EXTERNAL PROJECTS COOPERATION
The previous production of documentary hourly films, documentaries for television
broadcasting, was co-produced with Czech Television. We sell broadcasting rights to foreign
television channels worldwide.
The offer of a unique, comprehensive program for clients (or partner's management) with use
in company's marketing.

Co—operation and PR for project partners:
- Lagoon Catamarans (catamarans producer) – as a main partner of the project – VIP Lagoon
Club – worldwide promotion: events in given destinations.
- World PR through the Lagoon Catamarans company, CNB (yachts producer), and the official
representative - Altumare in the Czech Republic
- Producing video clips and photos for others VIP project partners (Mares, Canon, Sony,
SeaLife, SubLamp, SWE, and etc)
- Product Placement for partners (the content of the footage for their using)
- Personal participation and visiting of VIP partners and their representatives on the project
Escape to Nature (on the board of catamaran)
- Shooting and selling film shots via film bank (stock of footage at own websites)
- Global cooperation and co-production with third parties (television and independent film
production and individual sales of footage)
- Co-operation with ocean and marine biologists and conservationist
- Workshops for other photographers and filmmakers
- Co-operation with local institutions supporting tourism, nature and animal protection
- Regular outputs of film work on internet TV (regular live inputs on own YouTube Channel),
social networks etc. (satellite online communication)
- Online broadcasting from given destinations to TV channels
- Articles and photographs for media press
- Interviews or chatting with the project authors (online if will be possible)
- Taking part and presentation on international film festivals
- Taking part and presentation on international expo fairs

SOLUTION
We will operated the yacht multihull Lagoon 55, five-cabins version. We will start to sail and film
in the Pacific Ocean (Melanesia) on the archipelagoes Papua-New Guinea in winter 2022.
Gradually every year we'll move and stay on board of the catamaran to Solomon Islands,
Vanuatu, Fiji, New Caledonia, Cook Islands, etc. We'll invite continuously other partners and
participants to our project
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PROJECT OUTLINE
Our plan is to produce 15 episodes of the hour-long (or 30 episodes of the half-hour-long)
documentary films focused on nature, marine wildlife protection under the brand name Escape
to Nature. We are going to spend at least 8 months a year on the catamaran. The catamaran
will be offered according to possibilities for VIP guests as a yacht charter including our captain
and crew. If the catamaran is commercially used for other film productions or for the production
of film commercials, the charter time will be adapted to the possible period needed to shooting
onboard the catamaran.
The Escape to Nature project is a worldwide unique one because of its form because no one
ever produced such a similar project. Global promotions of our project will be ensured thanks
to the Catamaran Lagoon producer and other partners. Escape to Nature producer will present
the project and individual films all over the world according to their possibilities and previous
experience on international festivals, fairs, events and via media.

BENEFITS FOR PARTNERS
We offer all major partners/investors to become partners of the entire five-year project, which
means that over the next five years it will be one of the main partners of all the films that will
produce Escape to Nature.

Promotion in the Czech Republic:
- We cooperate on all previous project with Ceska televize (Czech National Television), the coproducer — Sponsor's message before and after each episode of the premiere on TV, thanks
to the partner in the final titles of the film
- We could offer complete materials from filming to main co-producer TV Channel for further
processing and use, including co-productions on the project.
- Film festivals, cinemas, photography exhibitions — partner always mentioned (according to
possibilities)
- Production of short video clips or commercials for the use of partners
- Invitation to taking place at the catamaran during filming (2—4 people — agreed dates)
- Photographs for partner use (calendars, web sites, social networks), a video clips from the
stay on catamaran
- Film authors presence at partner’s events (during authors’ stay in Czech Republic, Europe or
according agreement)
- VIP gifts, polo shirts, caps etc with the logo of the Escape to Nature project and the partner

Global promotion, abroad:
- Thanks to partners in the final titles of the films
- Logo of the partners on the catamaran itself (not larger than the Escape to Nature logo)
- International festivals, theatres, photography exhibitions, events — partner always mentioned
(according to possibilities)
- Distribution in Europe - Escape to Nature and Ceska televize will be distribute films to EBU
(THE EUROPEAN BROADCASTING UNION)
- Stable cooperation with foreign distributors to sell broadcasting rights around the world
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- Product placement in films, short videos, photos and live on YouTube channel and other
social networks
- The protagonists of the films and members of the crew of Escape to Nature may attend
presence at partner’s events abroad (according to possibilities)
- The partner’s logo and making the partner visible on Escape to Nature websites and all
promotion materials
- We offer to investors/partners a profit share on film rights sold to TV channels around the
world

BASIC INFORMATION ABOUT FILM COSTS
The estimated budget in the Escape to Pacific project is around € 5,2 million. The amount
covers the cost of producing 15 documentaries including spending time on the catamaran.

PROJECT BUDGET
Production of the documentary series (fifteen episodes)
Post-production of the documentary series fees and expenses
Flights, accommodation, meals
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